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Kings Avenue 12th to 9th Street Traffic Calming Survey Responses 

We have summarized the feedback received from residents to date in the question format 
below, followed by responses. If your question is not articulated correctly, kindly contact us.  

1. Resident requests for a 3-Way Stop at Burley & Kings Avenue 

We appreciate the traffic safety concerns expressed by residents at the intersection of 
Burley Drive & Kings Avenue. Traffic calming in the form of a 3-way stop condition on Kings 
Avenue at this intersection is unsafe due to the existing skewed intersection geometry, 
driveway locations, sightlines, and close proximity to 9th Street. A 3-way stop condition at 
this intersection will create new traffic safety issues rather than serving as an efficient 
measure for traffic calming. For example, high traffic volumes through Kings Avenue 
required to stop at Burley Drive will introduce traffic queues and block vehicle access at 9th 
Street during peak hours.  

2. Resident requests for a 4-Way Stop at Braeside & Kings Avenue 

Traffic calming in the form of a 4-Way stop condition at the intersection of Braeside Street 
& Kings Avenue was considered within the design, but is currently unwarranted due to the 
traffic and pedestrian data available. In addition, the existing speeding and traffic safety 
issues occurring at the 4-Way stop condition at 11th Street & Kings Avenue intersection 
indicates that speed humps provide a more physical measure for traffic calming while still 
providing a relatively free flow of traffic along Kings Avenue. A direct physical traffic 
calming measure in the form of speed humps will be more effective in the vicinity of this 
intersection then an implemented stop condition at a low volume intersection. Once traffic 
calming measures have been installed, the intersection will be continuously monitored and 
reviewed if upgrades are warranted.  

3. Resident request to remove raised concrete medians at 12th & Kings Avenue near 
Ridgeview Elementary School 

The roadway on Kings Avenue at the east leg of the 12th Street intersection is wider than 
other segments of the Kings Avenue corridor so the existing concrete raised median is an 
appropriate measure for traffic calming as it facilitates the channeling of traffic flow. In 
other words, traffic medians help delineate directional flow at intersections with 
challenging geometry. Moreover, center medians can act as refuges for pedestrians and 
highlights crossing locations. Once all traffic calming measures are installed, the area will 
be continuously monitored to determine if additional work needs to be done. 

4. How will the installed speed humps accommodate transit, snow plows, and first 
response vehicles? 

The speed humps proposed will not affect transit routes as there is no existing bus stop 
locations on Kings Avenue between 12th and 9th Street. Transit routes are currently 
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directed onto Burley Drive and Mathers Avenue. Similarly, the District’s snow plow vehicles 
are able to maneuver through speed humps without issue. Finally, speed humps will have 
minimum impact on first response vehicles and the priority is toward overall traffic and 
pedestrian safety.  

5. Why install physical measures such as speed humps as opposed to other traffic calming 
solutions? 

Traffic calming can either be passive or active. We have been advised by residents and our 
traffic data suggest that passive measures such as signage and pavement markings are not 
working to reduce speeds on Kings. Active measures of calming speeds can be horizontal or 
vertical. Horizontal traffic calming measures such as bulb-outs, chicanes, and centre 
medians reduce the travel lanes and also removes parking. We therefore chose vertical 
deflections which have the least impact on vulnerable road users and parking. 

“Speed humps” are only 80mm in height and are quite gentle on vehicles in comparison 
with “Speed bumps”. Speed humps have been installed at several locations within West 
Vancouver and have been very effective.  

6. Why introduce traffic calming measures on a main transportation network road 
connecting to Taylor Way? 

The District’s Strategic Transportation Plan identifies pedestrians and cyclists as the 
primary road users on local roads. Kings Avenue is classified as a local road and also has a 
high volume of pedestrian traffic due to Ridgeview Elementary School and Chatwin Park. 
The District is therefore obligated to ensure speeds are safe.  

Mathers Avenue connecting at Burley Drive is classified as a “collector” road. The traffic 
calming measures proposed are being implemented only between 12th and 9th Street on 
Kings Avenue that has a local road classification. 

7. Is the amount of speed humps proposed too excessive? 

The traffic calming plan proposed will initiate by implementing the reduced speed zone 
and crosswalk markings in the first phase. The effectiveness of these initial measures will 
be reviewed and will determine the frequency and location of speed humps required in the 
second phase of the plan.  

 

 

 

 

 


